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Bai Na’s words made the principal’s expression change. He knew that France’s royal academy didn’t take 

commoners, this was also the most critical thing that they didn’t finish discussing last year. 

“Yes.” The principal looked a bit awkward before he continued, “We have a class of commoners for each 

year, but miss Bai Na can be assured that they are all students with excellent grades. Even if they 

weren’t here, they would be able to get into the best high schools.” 

“So why do those commoners still come to this school instead of the better high schools!?” Bai Na’s 

voice had an underlying tone. 

She couldn’t even bear to scold her daughter, so how could someone without any status bully her! 

Since it was like this, she would make it so this school didn’t have a single commoner. 

“This……” The principal revealed an awkward expression. 

“Because…..” Bai Na said with a snort, “The first is because they receive a steady stream of scholarships 

for their good grades here. As for the second, do you know why?” 

The principal suddenly felt very nervous. After all, Bai Nai’s master mister Ji was not only a French 

diplomat, he was also the highest shareholder at the France royal academy. 

Whether they could have an exchange program this time would depend on this! 

“Miss Bai Na, please speak…..” 

Bai Na looked at him and lowered her voice, “What else can the commoners do? It’s climbing the branch 

to become a phoenix if it sounds good, but if it sounds bad…..it’s just dirty.” 

“This.” The principal was stunned, never thinking that a French diplomat would say this. 

This kind of crass words really was hard to hear. 

“So, if your school really wants to have an academic exchange with our school, things like commoners 

shouldn’t exist in a royal academy!” 

“Mister Ji should be clear on our sincerity!” The principal said with a serious look, “We have put in a lot 

of effort for our international exchange with royal academies.” 

“Effort is important……” Bai Na stopped and looked at the quarrel not far ahead, “But sincerity is more 

important than effort.” 

The argument was between students of Class A and Class F. Li Si Nai and Nan Luo Ze both weren’t in 

class today. 

Of course, Luo Qing Chen wasn’t here either. 

With this great opportunity, Yan Shui Qing naturally caused trouble for Su Xiao Xiao. 
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Mi Zhi had already entered A Class at this point. 

“Don’t you commoners know that this yard is the territory of nobles during the same physical education 

class? What is the meaning of Su Xiao Xiao coming over?” Yan Shui Qing’s tone was filled with contempt, 

looking down on people! 

“Don’t go too far, Xiao Xiao was just coming over to pick up a ball. How does it count as entering your 

territory?” The math class representative that had spoken for Mi Zhi before came out now. 

“Ai, idiot! You still haven’t changed your habit of butting in!” Mi Zhi gave a cold laugh, “Last time it was a 

hero saving a beauty, but this time…..it’s an idiot saving trash?” 

Su Xiao Xiao lowered her head and bit her lip, “Everyone stop arguing, it was my fault. I shouldn’t have 

come over……” 

“This commoner has a bit of self awareness.” Bai Na slowly walked over to Su Xiao Xiao, “It’s good to 

have self awareness, but it’s a pity that if apologies were useful, why would we still need the police?” 
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Su Xiao Xiao was stunned as she watched Bai Na slowly walk over. Although she didn’t know who she 

was, with how humble the principal was standing by her, she naturally knew the other side wasn’t 

normal. 

At that moment, no one dared to speak 

“This is a distinguished French diplomat here to observe our school and to promote international 

exchange.” The principal cleared his throat and explained to everyone. 

“Royal academies are for noble students to have exchange.” When Bai Na saw Mi Zhi, she came to her 

side and said, “This kind of student is qualified to participate in the international exchange.” 

The principal never expected Bai Na to be this direct. The commoners entering the Royal Academy was 

something that old master Li had supported. 

But now that he was no longer here, the position of the Li Family on the board of directors had dropped. 

Li Si Nai was still a child no matter what and the other board members objected to commoner students 

in the first place. 

It seemed like the Royal Academy really would change this time! 

“What do you mean by this?” One of the students from F Class bravely came out to ask this. 

“What do I mean?” Bai Nai rolled her eyes at him in disdain and her voice filled with disdain as well, “It 

means that you shouldn’t be here!” 

“That’s right!” 

“Things like commoners should scram!” 

“There’s no need for F Class!” 
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“……” 

When Mi Zhi started with the first line, the rest of the noble students in Class A followed to attack them. 

The principal knit his brows and only spoke after a while, “Come to the conference hall in half an hour to 

welcome our exchange students.” 

As soon as his voice fell, the principal left without turning back. 

F Class’ heart fell from this. The noble students were bullying them, if the school didn’t want them, there 

was no meaning in keeping them. 

“You should withdraw if you’re aware of this, otherwise you’ll be embarrassed in front of the school.” 

Bai Na looked at his daughter’s strange smile and said, “After all, the ones that can communicate to the 

nobles from France are not you people, you’ll be a hindrance.” 

When Su Xiao Xiao heard this, her heart trembled. These words could always be applied to her and Nan 

Luo Ze. 

That youth who always smiled at her couldn’t be with her in the end. 

Half an hour later, at the conference hall. 

The principal was on stage welcoming the French diplomat and then he said with a serious look, 

“Everyone knows that our Royal Academy is the only noble school in A City, all the people here are very 

rich…..” 

“When old master Li was on the board of directors, he allowed common students with good grades to 

enter the school. But since this goes against the standard of the school, as well as annoying our foreign 

exchange students, we will no longer accept commoner students in the next term.” 

“Ke, ke.” Bai Nai said, “Actually, I don’t know why these Chinese commoners could come to a noble 

school because of good grades, could it be that good grades was related to being a noble?” 

“Understanding your position and identity is something that a commoner should have.” Bai Na’s words 

didn’t contain any profanity, but it greatly pierced one’s heart. 

The principal knit his brows and gave a sigh, “As for the commoner students, we are planning on sending 

you out…..” 

“Send out? Based on what?” A cold voice sounded with absolute pride. 

“French nobles? Speak properly before you start doing anything, alright?” There was a voice that 

sounded like the sun with a bit of laziness to it. 
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Everyone looked in the direction of the voices and two youths with their backs to the sun came over. 

The principal slightly knit his brows and Bai Na narrowed her eyes with a bit of pride. 

After spending years abroad, she didn’t know anything about the four great families of A City. 
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So when she saw Li Si Nai and Nan Luo Ze, she wanted to teach these two young masters who couldn’t 

separate between commoners and nobles. 

“Ke, ke……” She cleared her throat and said into the microphone, “I’ve heard that these two students 

are the ones who transferred from A Class to F Class, right?” 

The hall was silent and Bai Na’s strange sounding Chinese was unnatural to listen to. 

“He.” Li Si Nai narrowed his cold eyes. With his white shirt and black tie that wasn’t too tight, he looked 

very casual. 

He put his hands into his pocket with a cold laugh, walking towards the stage step by step. Everyone’s 

eyes fell onto him. 

When he walked in front of the microphone, he said with a cold smile, “When did this so-called diplomat 

have a say in our school?” 

“This…..young master Li.” Seeing that Bai Na’s expression looked ugly, the principal came forward. 

But when he wanted to speak, Nan Luo Ze cut him off. 

“Brother, you’re wrong.” Nan Luo Ze said with a tactful smile, “We should call her Mi Zhi’s mother.” 

“Si.” Everyone took a cold breath as they turned their eyes to Mi Zhi. 

She didn’t feel it was embarrassing, rather she proudly raised her head. 

Bai Na calmly said, “I am Mi Zhi’s mother, so what? This proves that the nobles of the Royal Academy 

have more pure blood. In our country, nobles are above all!” 

“What a joke.” Li Si Nai looked at her with cold eyes, “That is your country, this is China.” 

“You.” Bai Na arrogantly rolled her eyes and gave a cold laugh, “This is the school’s decision, what does 

it have to do with a kid like you?” 

“How are the school’s decisions related to you?” Li Si Nai immediately answered her, “I don’t know how 

many shares this foreign lady owns of our Royal Academy.” 

Li Si Nai’s voice wasn’t heavy, rather it was very lazy, but there was a natural dominance. 

“Young master Li……this is the French noble academy’s…..” 

“Does it matter to me?” 

“Young master Li, the board of directors needs to decide this together.” Because Bai Na was beside him, 

the principal’s voice was very confident. He looked at Li Si Nai and said, “Some things are different from 

before.” 

“Oh?” Li Si Nai’s eyes were cold as he revealed a smile of contempt, “I think the principal no longer 

wants a job, right?” 

“Li…..What does young master Li mean?” 



“Don’t you know that the Li Family with 50% of the school’s shares can sell this school whenever they 

want?” When Li Si Nai said this, everyone was stunned. 

The principal and Bai Na never expected Li Si Nai to say this. 

This was just destroying the boat and killing everyone. 

“Young master Li, this school is old master Li’s blood, sweat, and tears, you can’t sell……” When he said 

this, the principal didn’t speak in the microphone and leaned in to speak to him. 
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 “Aren’t you ruining grandfather’s effort right now?” Li Si Nai looked at Bai Na as he said, “As for 

you…..Why is the monkey acting like the king while the tiger is out?” 

“What do you mean?” Bai Na’s temper flared when she heard this. She had frequently heard this when 

she was in France. 

The Chinese could insult people without using profanities, when the nobles of France laughed at her, 

they always said that she could only follow mister Ji. 

She never thought that she would run into this brat once she came back to China! 

“It means what it means.” Li Si Nai lazily raised a brow and said, “Go back to where you came from, or I 

might really take the next step.” 

“Young master Li, can you listen to a few words from me?” Mi Zhi’s voice came from below the stage 

with a bit of anger. 

After all, he was embarrassing her mother in front of all these people, naturally she couldn’t hold back 

her anger. 

“No.” Li Si Nai rejected her without any hesitation, making the other side’s face turn pale. 

Mi Zhi tightly bit her lip and her eyes were red as she looked up at Li Si Nai, “Are you and Nan Luo Ze 

doing all this for Luo Qing Chen and Su Xiao Xiao?” 

Hitting the nail on the head, saying their names without leaving any space. 

Li Si Nai and Nan Luo Ze were clearly surprised, looking at Mi Zhi with absolute hostility. 

“Speaking of this, I do feel a bit of pain for Su Xiao Xiao.” Mi Zhi winked at Mi Xue Na and she 

immediately moved towards Su Xiao Xiao. 

Su Xiao Xiao took two steps back in a panic, but she never thought that Mi Xue Na would push her to the 

ground. 

“Hey, what are you doing!” Nan Luo Ze charged in Su Xiao Xiao’s direction without even thinking when 

he saw her being pushed down. 

It was a pity that the boys who received the support from the Mi Group in A Class stopped him. 
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They normally couldn’t stand Li Si Nai and Nan Luo Ze’s style, but since they had families behind them, 

they couldn’t say anything on the surface. 

But this was a dispute between nobles and commoners and it was related to their Mi Group’s princess, 

so naturally they couldn’t back down! 

“What do I want to do?” Mi Zhi gave a cold laugh before raising a hand to slap Su Xiao Xiao in front of 

everyone. She looked right at Li Si Nai and said, “It seems like young master Li doesn’t want to listen to 

my words, so I can only make a move!” 

As soon as her voice fell, the A Class students behind her shouted, “Commoners should scram! Luo Qing 

Chen and Su Xiao Xiao should scram! Commoners should scram! Luo Qing Chen and Su Xiao Xiao should 

scram!” 

The people of Class B to E didn’t speak. They actually weren’t that put off by commoners and nobles 

interacting. 

After all, most of these students weren’t very rich. Some of them had families that suddenly broke out, 

making their family conditions a bit better. 

The shouts came out again and again, causing Li Si Nai to narrow his deep eyes and reveal a cold look. 

Nan Luo Ze couldn’t take this anymore, Mi Zhi was doing this just to shame Su Xiao Xiao. 

Even if Luo Qing Chen wasn’t here, he couldn’t let anyone she wanted to protect be bullied. 

Definitely……not! 

He narrowed his eyes and threw his jacket to the ground. He untied his tie and rolled up his sleeve, as he 

looked at Mi Zhi with a look that wouldn’t back down, “I never hit women before, but today…..I might 

have to break this rule.” 
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 “Peng, peng, peng.” With several quick moves, in less than thirty seconds, the fat followers from Class A 

all fell down with wails. 

When Mi Zhi reacted, Nan Luo Ze was already standing in front of her with his fists raised. 

“You……” Mi Zhi was stunned. She wanted to use the support of Class A’s students and the teacher, as 

well as her mother coming back to definitely punish those two cheap women. 

Now that this day had come, she would start with Su Xiao Xiao. 

The principal definitely wanted an exchange with France, so he would definitely close one eye. 

Not to mention, commoners weren’t worth a single thing in her eyes, including…..their lives! 

“Me what?” For Nan Luo Ze who was a Sanda champion, it was all too easy for him to deal with these fat 

noble young masters. 
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“Young master Nan…..this matter…..I feel……” Mi Zhi still stood in front of Su Xiao Xiao, not letting Nan 

Luo Ze pass. 

But actually she was panicking at this moment. After all, Nan Luo Ze’s bloodshot eyes had a sharp look 

to them. 

“Scram.” Nan Luo Ze’s eyes were cold and his patience was already gone at this moment. 

Although hitting women was a shameful thing, he didn’t care that much right now. 

Mi Zhi was stunned and her fingers were trembling. Seeing Nan Luo Ze raise his hand, she finally moved 

to the side. 

But at the same time, Yan Shui Qing came out of nowhere, grabbing Su Xiao Xiao’s hair from behind. 

She took out a small knife from her pocket and slashed at Su Xiao Xiao’s face. She didn’t care about the 

punches and kicks, she just knew that she could never get Nan Luo Ze in her life. 

This lowly person, she wanted to destroy her face, but she didn’t have that much courage. 

Nan Luo Ze rushed towards Su Xiao Xiao and pushed Yan Shui Qing away before taking Su Xiao Xiao in 

his embrace. 

“All of you stop……” 

“Principal, calling out at this time will make the commoners think you want to protect them.” Bai Na knit 

her brows. The situation was still in her control, she had to put more pressure on the commoners.” 

“You can see it too.” Bai Na walked off the stage with the microphone as she said, “You can see it too, 

the commoners only cause misunderstandings between the nobles, making them fight each other. 

These lowly people can’t remain here.” 

Bai Na’s words made the commoners’ faces fill with rage. People’s hearts were made of flesh, no one 

had the right to stand above them and comment like this. 

Nobles and commoners didn’t mean high and low. 

“Pa, pa, pa, pa, pa, pa.” There was a crisp clap. Luo Qing Chen had a faint smile as she slowly walked out 

from a certain place. 

She was wearing a black loli dress with a mysterious noble aura to her. She had black cross earrings and 

the blue diamond ring on her hand gave a sharp glow. 

“Luo Qing Chen.” Mi Zhi shouted out her name first before saying through gritted teeth, “You dare come 

out? I thought you wanted Su Xiao Xiao to bear the responsibility of the ‘commoners’ alone!” 

Mi Zhi’s words were filled with a dark tone. If it was said that she felt contempt towards Su Xiao Xiao, 

she was filled with hatred towards Luo Qing Chen from the bottom of her heart. 
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 “What is the responsibility of the commoner?” When she was about to come forward, Li Si Nai jumped 

off the stage and charged to her side. 

“Didn’t I tell you not to come?” He looked over her dress and his brows were knit. 

“There were some things I should explain.” Luo Qing Chen looked at Li Si Nai with a faint smile, “Don’t 

worry, I’m good at slapping faces!” 

Han Zai Zi came from the same direction Luo Qing Chen came in and patted Li Si Nai’s shoulder, “Young 

master Li, leave it to her!” 

When he turned to Han Zai Zi, his eyes trembled before he said with an awkward nod, “Alright.” 

“Do you need me to explain the difference between nobles and commoners to you?” Bai Na walked 

over. They really were mother and daughter, she acted just the same as Mi Zhi. 

Finally the one responsible for bullying her daughter was here and she was dressed like a noble. One 

look could tell that this was borrowed from a small cosplay shop, it really was inferior goods. 

“Since you like talking this much, then just keep talking. It’s not my business whether you listen or not!” 

Luo Qing Chen gave a shrug, looking like she didn’t put her in her eyes at all. 

“You……Good, good, good, you won’t cry without seeing a coffin.” Bai Na gritted her teeth before 

speaking into the microphone in a powerful voice, “A noble spending ten thousand a day is considered 

small money, a commoner would feel that it would be too much to even spend ten yuan a day. They 

have to go distribute flyers on the street to earn more money!” 

“Hey, don’t go too far!” 

“You’re still a diplomat and you put it so badly!” 

“There must be a mother to this daughter. A person who can act as a gentle girl among commoners, it 

shows what kind of person her mother is!” 

…… 

The various anxious commoner students couldn’t take Bai Na’s insulting words anymore and they were 

united at this moment. 

“Ai, you have quite the backbone!” Bai Na looked over them with cold eyes, “Since you have such 

backbone, why are you coming to this noble school! Going to a school that doesn’t suit your status at all, 

don’t you feel embarrassed?” 

“We passed the exams with our own effort, is there anything embarrassing? Could it be that just 

because you have a bit of money that calling yourselves nobles is very honourable?” 

“You……” 

“Ze, ze, ze, this is said very well!” Luo Qing Chen couldn’t help applauding those commoners when they 

spoke such words with red faces. 



They could say such words when they were walking on such thin ice, they must have endured for a long 

time. 

After all, there were A Class to F Class every year. No matter which year’s F Class it was, they would face 

the same pressure. 

“People who aren’t qualified aren’t qualified in the end, so what if you say a few strong words! If 

classmate Li wants to sell the school, it’s not like we can’t rebuild this academy. This won’t have much of 

an impact on the noble students, but for the commoners…..Ha, ha, ha, I’m afraid there will be no school 

who will want them!” 

After all, it would be shameful if the school was sold and it would be a burden no matter where they 

went. 

No school would be willing to offend such powerful people, it would be considered a social disease. 

“Rebuild? Rebuild with what? The Mi Group?” 

“The support of France’s noble academy, what can’t be done!” 
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 “France? Nobles?” Luo Qing Chen gave a cold laugh, “Old lady, you should stop! What position you have 

at that school, you think I don’t know?” 

When she said this, Bai Na’s face turned pale. She never expected Luo Qing Chen’s words to stop her 

since in the eyes of the people here, she was mister Ji’s eldest disciple, naturally she could decide things 

here. 

“What nonsense!” Bai Na looked up with cold eyes, not letting her lose her momentum. She looked at 

her with a cold smile, “You are a commoner who has never even been on a plane before! Do you know 

where France is? How can you say such shameless words!” 

Although her words were a bit sharp, the reason why France and China never had an exchange program 

was because China’s noble academy had these commoners. 

“I think I don’t need you to teach me where France is.” When her voice fell, she looked at Han Zai Zi and 

he made a call. 

The door opened on one of the three Lincolns parked outside the school and Jitov came out. There was 

a deep worried look in those blue eyes under those golden frames. 

This time he might really be in trouble. 

“Ai, ai, ai, this tone! You say it like you’ve been to France before! Please, a commoner like you, do you 

even know how much a ticket to France costs?” 

“Mother, how could she know how much it costs! For a person like her, she has only seen a plane flying 

over her and she has never seen a ticket before!” Mi Zhi directly responded with the same tone as Bai 

Na. 
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“That’s enough!” Su Jing coldly looked at Bai Na. He was wearing a clean set of clothes that had the 

scent of soap on it and his lips were curled at just the right angle. 

He came forward as F Class’ representative, telling Bai Na’s F Class’ thoughts, “I really have never seen 

someone who talks about commoners and nobles like you. Even when the leaders of the country talk, 

they care about the opinion of the public. Have you seen them care about the opinion of the nobles?” 

Su Jing, he was good looking and elegant, he was second to none. The people in the class all thought 

that he was a young man who seemed like a painting, with a spring like feeling to him. 

This was first time speaking in public like this, for a class that he thought he didn’t care about that much. 

Actually, he did care since this was a family that had been with him for two years. 

“Then I’m really sorry, we in France follow the royal system. Do you know the royal family?” Bai Na gave 

a cold laugh, “Forget it, you wouldn’t understand if we told people like you!” 

The principal standing on the stage had an ugly look, he was feeling a bit embarrassed at this time. It’s 

just a few commoners, it was just an international exchange, was there a need for such a big sacrifice? 

“Young miss Bai……” 

“In short, the principal and I will make this decision. Even if classmate Li wants to sell the school with the 

Li Group’s 50% shares, we can just rebuild the academy.” Bai Na directly cut the principal off and said, 

“In order to get rid of these lowly things, it’s worth it to spend a bit more time!” 

She naturally could see that the principal was shaken, but she already said that she would fight for her 

daughter. 

“Shut up for me!” 
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 “Ma…..Master…..Why are you here?” Bai Na panicked when she saw Jitov. She never thought that she 

would see her master here and it would be in this circumstance. 

Wasn’t her master attending the annual royal meeting in France right now? 

“You know that you still have a master?” Jitov gave a cold snort and gave a deep bow to the principal on 

stage, “I’m very sorry my brother from China, I didn’t manage my disciple properly, I really am sorry.” 

Jitov’s Chinese was very good since he was a diplomat. Not only was he good at Chinese, he was very 

proficient in many different languages, he was a legend in France. 

The principal immediately recognized this person and rushed off the stage, firmly taking his hand, “Hello 

mister Ji, I sincerely welcome you to China.” 

“Un, it really is a beautiful country!” Jitov continued, “I think that the Royal Academy’s system of letting 

in commoners really is good.” 

“Ma…..Master, what are you saying?” 
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“You shut up for me!” 

It was clear that mister Jitov’s Chinese was much better when they spoke at the same time. Each word 

was pronounced with a clear intonation, it wasn’t just words being put together. 

“I always thought that you didn’t allow commoners and nobles to be together.” The principal was very 

surprised, even Li Si Nai on the side was very surprised. 

France had a deeper concept of a gap between commoners and nobles than in China. Nobles in their 

country had a certain status and were above commoners. 

“There’s nothing like this, this concept was abandoned in the last era.” Jitov seriously said, “We firmly 

believe that those with high intelligence are the pillar of development for our country. Therefore our 

France’s noble academy will be recruiting commoners with excellent grades, giving them high 

scholarships and waiving their tuitions!” 

“Master! You can’t do this, how can you do this……How can you stand on the side of the commoners! 

Before…..” Bai Na never expected her master to say this since her master always emphasized the 

bloodline of nobles. 

How did he suddenly change…… 

“It doesn’t matter what it was like before, I think this way now!” Jitov glared at Bai Na, “As for you, you 

are no longer my disciple from this day!” 

“What?” Bai Na took a step back and her face turned more pale. She never thought that her master 

would say these words because it didn’t fit her master’s style at all! 

“Mister Ji, miss Bai’s original intentions were……” 

“Principal, you don’t need to defend her.” Jitov patted the principal’s hand and shook his head, “This 

person is only half a noble in France, but she uses her little bit of power to do what she wants! She 

actually has a very bad character!” 

When Jitov said this, all the students turned their eyes onto Bai Na and Mi Zhi. 

The person who kept calling themselves nobles weren’t actually nobles. 

“God, does this mother and daughter feel no shame!” 

“They really are embarrassing, I would want to dig a hole to hide in if it was me.” 

“This is simply getting your face slapped swollen…..” 

…… 

There were commoners and nobles whispering. Things had already drastically changed, but the true 

exciting thing had yet to come. 
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 “All of you shut up for me! Even if my mother is only half a noble in France, she is still much better than 

you Chinese half nobles in B Class and down and all the lowly commoners!” Mi Zhi naturally couldn’t 

take her mother being bullied, although she didn’t understand why Jitov would say such words to harm 

her mother. 

“Mister Ji, actually miss Bai has also helped our school very much……” 

“Her help isn’t worth anything at all.” Jitov waved his hand and said, “France’s noble academy would be 

very happy to have an exchange program with your school. We are also supportive of letting every class’ 

students go abroad!” 

Jitov’s words had a flattering tone to them since the person standing not far away from him was 

someone with absolute power in France. 

What commoner, what noble, not a single person could offend this person. 

“Master, what is wrong with you today? Didn’t you tell me before that you used to…..” Bai Na couldn’t 

believe that Jitov was saying these words.。 

She had been with him all these years, it was impossible for her to not understand what he was thinking. 

France’s noble academy taking in commoners, it was just a joke in the eyes of Jitov! 

“It isn’t important how he was before, the more important thing is…..” Luo Qing Chen looked at Bai Nai 

with an absolute aura and said, “You don’t have a single right to speak right now.” 

Since she wanted to show her radiance, she needed to use her aura to slap her face. When Bai Na was 

about to collapse, if she were to add the final stone, wouldn’t it be satisfying! 

“I’m not qualified, you think that you’re qualified?” Bai Na’s pale face instantly turned red, changing 

from red to white as she angrily roared at Luo Qing Chen, “You truly are a laughable commoner! How 

can a commoner like you be qualified to discuss the matters of France!” 

“Bai Na, is it your turn to discuss this? Are you a noble?” Jitov had almost reached the point of swearing. 

If it wasn’t for Han Zai Zi’s special instructions that Luo Qing Chen’s identity had to be revealed herself, 

he would have already let this wide eyed red faced person in front of him know how embarrassing she 

was! 

“Master!” 

“My mother is at least half a noble, why can’t we talk about a commoner!” Mi Zhi said with a cold look, 

“Mister Jitov really is funny, you care this much about a commoner. People who don’t know anything 

might think that you have an unspeakable relationship with her!” 

Mi Zhi’s words hit the main point. Although it sounded like it was nothing, Li Si Nai still narrowed his 

eyes. 

Jitov and Luo Qing Chen didn’t seem like they were together, so why did he come to a Chinese school 

and scold his apprentice! 



This matter really was a bit strange. No matter how one looked at it, a French noble and a commoner 

student at a Chinese noble school really couldn’t be linked. 

“I do indeed have an unspeakable relationship with Jitov. Noble ‘Mi Zhi’, since you want to know, how 

about I tell you now?” Luo Qing Chen’s lips curled into a confident smile, waiting for the final blow. 

As soon as her voice fell, her cold eyes turned to Han Zai Zi. 

Han Zai Zi revealed a faint smile and spoke into his phone. The three Lincolns at the entrance slowly 

drove in. 

Quick Transmigration Female Lead: Male God, Never Stopping 

Chapter 1060: Hello, demonic school hunk (Part 84) 

 “Does everyone see it! This girl already admitted it! She really is shameless, it’s fine to hook our school 

hunk, but she even hooked up with mister Ji who is a teacher!” Mi Zhi had a strange smile as she looked 

at her mother, “Mom, now do you want to know why your beloved master is doing this to you! He 

wants to eat…..” 

“You can’t say this about Qing Chen!” A trembling voice filled the air. The voice wasn’t loud, but each 

word was powerful. 

Everyone turned to see Su Xiao Xiao standing out. Her right hand was raised and her trembling finger 

was pointing at Mi Zhi. 

Nan Luo Ze stood beside her, looking at her pale face. This girl who was also so timid had broken out like 

this. 

For a friend…… 

“Did I hear wrong! Su Xiao Xiao, did you eat the wrong medicine?” Mi Zhi never expected the person 

who stood up to her to be Su Xiao Xiao. 

That weak girl Su Xiao Xiao who even let others put thumbtacks in her shoes, it was actually her? 

Even Luo Qing Chen looked at her in surprise at this moment. 

But she bit her lip as she said word for word, “Luo Qing Chen is a very, very good girl, I won’t let you say 

anything about her.” 

“Puchi.” Mi Zhi immediately answered with a cold snort, “Idiot! For a commoner like you that has no 

brain and no money, I don’t know what meaning there is for you to exist in this world!” 

Mi Zhi’s words became more ugly and more people from F Class stood out. 

“How are you qualified to say that?” 

“I feel that Xiao Xiao and Qing Chen are very good! As for you, other than fake friends and money, what 

else do you have?” 

“It really is a joke, could it be that you haven’t realized that you and your mother are being judged by 

the public now?” 
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…… 

Without knowing why, when Su Xiao Xiao came out, F Class all came forward together. 

Luo Qing Chen’s eyes turned red and she was a bit moved. 

It was for nothing else other than Su Xiao Xiao’s words. 

With her clear radiance and her female lead aura, she brought this silent girl down with her, letting her 

be treated unfairly by these wicked people. 

From the first time in the alley, the second time with the thumbtacks, the third time with her dorm 

mates, and finally here. 

She indeed didn’t do anything shocking for her, but whenever someone spoke ill of her, she would stand 

out with her weak little body and mustered all her courage. 

“Thank you, Xiao Xiao!” Luo Qing Chen saw the Lincoln cars that had already arrived before turning to 

Mi Zhi, “You’ll know in ten seconds that it is meaningless for you to live in this world because…..it is too 

embarrassing.” 

As soon as her voice fell, Mi Zhi wanted to refute with some crude words, but the three Lincolns had 

opened. 

Sitting inside were French nobles and officials with absolute power, most of them were people that Bai 

Na had seen before. 

After all, this half noble wanted to approach the nobles. The nobles working for the royal family were 

those she wanted to approach the most. If there was a prince that fell in love with her daughter, she 

would have a dazzling life! 

When the car stopped, all of them walked together. Bai Na was a bit excited since these were all familiar 

nobles, it really was a good chance to introduce Mi Zhi. 

But these people all stood in a row with Luo Qing Chen in the center before giving a deep bow, 

“Greetings to the princess.” 


